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Abstract: This work presents an empirical study into the design of fabric pressure sensors, taking
into account the electro-mechanical variability of spacer fabric. The saturation of the fabric sensor
at high force levels is a major factor limiting the range of measurable pressures. In order to address
this, experiments were carried out to investigate several methods of modifying the sensitivity characteristics through the layering and specifications of the textile sheets.
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Electronic textiles are often used for wearable devices because they are soft, lightweight, flexible, and breathable [1]. Their deformability, moreover, makes them ideal media for electrical impedance tomography (EIT), as it enables images to be formed that map
the pressure and forces applied by the body to the wearable device. This has several applications, for instance, in the design of smart insoles to unobtrusively measure the features of gait and posture [2]. EIT is a functional imaging technology. In its use in e-textiles,
the principle is to apply a weak current to a series of points around the conductive fabric,
and to measure the resultant voltage value on electrodes distributed about its perimeter.
Accordingly, the relationship between the voltage and the current is used to reconstruct
the internal resistance [3]. Since, in many e-textiles, the latter depends on the deformation
of the fabric, the resultant signal can be used to reconstruct the magnitude and location of
the pressure or forces applied to the surface.
A challenge with the design of such fabric sensors, however, is matching the sensitivity with the requirements of the application. For instance, if the application requires the
measurement of high pressure levels (e.g., the weight of an adult distributed over the
surface area of an insole), the sensor may rapidly reach saturation, preventing the details
of the pressure map appearing. Pressure mats and force plates feature high accuracy and
show a pressure map within a large measurable range, but their method of installation is
in-ground [4]. As such, they cannot be used for measurements in daily life. One of the
main difficulties for EIT-based pressure mapping devices is the uncertainty in the exact
relationship between the applied pressure and the conductivity of the fabric. This is particularly important when selecting the optimal textile substrate and the specification of
the fabric, especially when considering textiles with complex structures, such as spacer
fabric.
In order to address this issue, this paper proposes several methods to increase the
measurable pressure range, and it presents a detailed analysis of the relationship between
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pressure and resistance for spacer fabric in order to identify the performance of it during
the pressing process and find the optimal specification of the fabric. By taking the proposed approach, the maximum range of the measurable pressure increases by 300%.
2. Background
2.1. Length-Related Resistance and Contact Resistance
In the fabrics considered in this study, the overall resistance of the fabric is the superposition of two types of resistance: (i) the length-related resistance, and (ii) the contact resistance. These influence the EIT-based pressure imaging during force-induced deformation [5]. The contact resistance dominates the total resistance initially, then the lengthrelated resistance takes over the contact resistance during the further stretching process
[6].
The equation determining the relationship between the material properties and its
resistance is
𝑅=α ρ

+β

(1)

where R is the total resistance, ρ is the resistivity, H is the material hardness, P is the pressure, n is the number of contact points, L is the length of the specimen, A is the crosssection area of the specimen and α, and β describe weights of two resistances during the
stretching process respectively. In these parameters, H, n and ρ are constant, and depend
on the material. Conversely, α, β, L and A are variable during the pressing process. The
first part of Equation 1 represents the length-related resistance, and the last part is the contact resistance.
2.2. The Change in Resistance of Conductive Fabric during the Stretching Process
According to [7], the evolution of the surface resistance of spacer fabrics can be decomposed into three regions, depending on the strain applied. The first region is a resistance-decreasing region in which the contact resistance is prevalent: while n, L and P
increase, A decreases when pressure is applied to the fabric. Therefore, the total resistance
becomes lower when a low strain is applied. The second region is a stationary region in
which the contact- and length-related resistance are stable. The third region is reached
when high strain is applied. In this region, the length-related resistance causes the total
resistance to increase with continued stretching. In the application considered in this paper
(namely, pressure sensing), the fabric is always pressed, rather than stretched, so the third
region is rarely seen. Therefore, the remainder of this paper focuses on the first region of
the sensor response.
3. Material and Methods
3.1. Spacer Fabric Pressure Mapping Sensor
The ideal EIT-based pressure mapping sensor should generate its conductive area by
the use of conductive yarns in a garment, preferably in a knitted structure. [3] Therefore,
spacer fabric is a suitable material for an EIT-based wearable device, since spacer fabrics
are three dimensional fabrics created by the connection of two flat knitted fabrics with
spacer yarns or microfilaments. The fabric sensor used in this study was developed by Statex Productions and Vertriebs Gmbh, Germany (Shieldex Spacer Fabric B). It was used
with an average surface resistivity below 1 Ω/m2 [8].
3.2. Experiment Setup
Figure 1a shows the overview of the system. There are 16 electrodes spread equally
around the boundary of the spacer fabric, and it has a substrate (white foam board) underneath the fabric. When a weight is put onto the fabric, it can reconstruct the pressure
information and show it on a laptop.
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3.3. Protocol
The first step of the experiment is to prepare several circular weights to be placed on
the spacer fabric. Circular weights were chosen because they allow the point with the highest pressure to be found by seeking their geometrical centre. Then, the weights are placed
at a fixed point on the fabric, and the total resistance of the fabric within the contact area can
be recorded according to the corresponding signal value (the total resistance of the fabric)
from the reconstructed pressure map. In order to avoid the problem of hysteresis, an interval of 30 s is given between the placement of each weight and the recording of the
reconstructed image. Then, the weight is gradually increased until the signal value is saturated (i.e., it ceases to change). In the experiment below, the results were reported for 10
repetitions of this procedure. MATLAB (MathWorks company, USA) was used to reconstruct the pressure information, and the EIDORS platform provided the necessary forward
and inverse EIT algorithms.
4. Experiments
4.1. Experiment 1
In order to investigate the effect of the hardness of the substrate on the measurable
pressure range, Experiment 1 used soft foam board (Universal Seating Dining Seat Stool
Chair Foam Square, Upholstery, MC- CASES Company, Germany) and hard foam board
(UCREATE foam board, Pacon Corp, USA) as the substrate.
4.2. Experiment 2
In order to state the exact relationship between the pressure and resistance of the spacer
fabric, and whether the theory in the background can be used for the spacer fabric (Shieldex
Spacer Fabric B, Germany), in this experiment, Equation 1 was used to calculate the total
resistance as a theoretical result This experiment used hard foam board (UCREATE foam
board, Pacon Corp, USA) as the substrate, in order to avoid changing the pressing deformation. It can thus show whether the experimental results and theoretical results are
matched. If they are matched, Equation 1 is useful to find the optimal specifications (i.e.,
resistivity, hardness, etc.) of the spacer fabric.
5. Results
5.1. Experiment 1
Figure 1b shows that soft foam board has a lager measurable pressure range. When
the fabric is mounted on a hard substrate, the gradient of the curve is steeper, indicating
greater sensitivity; however, saturation is reached at a much lower pressure level. The
softer substrate, however, allows for a greater measurable range, in which saturation is
reached only after around 7 kPa. The main reason is that the use of hard and soft foam
board cause two different pressing deformations of the fabric, as shown in Figure 1c.
5.2. Experiment 2
Figure 1d shows that the theoretical and experimental results are in close agreement.
Figure 1e shows that contact resistance dominates the total resistance initially, and that
length-related resistance takes over during further pressing processes. The theoretical results were calculated by Equation 1. In this equation, n (the density of the conductive
yarns) and ρ (the resistivity) were obtained from the datasheet. H (the hardness of the material) was measured by the tester (LX-C Material hardness tester, Almencla company,
USA). According to Equation 1, higher resistivity, the lower density of conductive yarns,
and stiffer spacer fabric can increase the measurable pressure range.
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Figure 1. (a) The overview of the system (top: weights, middle: spacer fabric; bottom: substrate; right: laptop); (b) Experiment 1 results; (c) the side view of the different pressing deformations (white rectangle: hard foam board, green rectangle:
soft foam board); (d) Experiment 2 results; (e) α, β during pressing process.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, several methods to increase the measurable pressure range of an EITbased pressure mapping fabric sensor were presented. The first method is to use a softer
substrate in order to change the pressing defamation of the conductive fabric. The second
method is to combine a higher resistivity fabric (i.e., with a lower density of conductive
yarns) and a stiffer spacer fabric from the analysis of the relationship between the pressure
and resistance. From my own perspective, the best method is to use soft foam board as
the substrate, low density conductive yarns, and stiffer fabric, since this is the most convenient and the most direct approach to increase the measurable pressure range.
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